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Rufp. ~5t2r and U~t of Exhibits

pursuant to Rule 651er (E) (v) on 28 April 2006 (the "Prosecution PTBrief'), Counsel for Drago

Nikolic (the "Defence" or the "Accused") hereby file this Pre~Trial Brief on behalf of Drago

Nikoli6 (the "Nikolic PTBrier') pursuant to Rule 65ter (F).
IN'l'.KODUCTION

1, Pursuant to Rule 65ter (F), the Defence is to file a Pre-trial brief addressing the factual and
legal i33UCS, including 0. written statement setting out:

a. In general tenns, the nature of the defence of the Accused;
b. The mflttp.r~ with which the Accused takes issue in the Prosecution Brief; and
c. Tn the ease of each such matter, the reason why the accused takes issue with it.
2. This Nikolic PTBrief sets out in general tenns the defence of the Accused and provides his

point of view regarding (1) certain assertions and submissions in the Prosecution's PTBrief;
and (2) various allegations cUIltained in the Se-cond Amended Indictment (the "Indictment").

3. As for the Prosecution's PTBrief, this Nikolic PTBrief does not address the issue of
admissions nor that of statement of facts not in dispute.

THE PARTICULAR CONTEXT OF THIS CASE
4. The events which took place in the Srebrenica area in 1995 have been the subject of world
wide media reports. These events havt:: also been addressed in at least

~J,10 previon~

trials

before the International Criminal Tribunal for the former Yugoslavia (the "International
Tribunal" or the "ICTY"), namely The Prosecutor v. Krstic Case No. IT-98-33-A and The
Pro.~ecu(ur

v. Blagojr:vtc and Jokic Case No.

IT~02-60-T.

5. The Prosecution has gone as far as labelling these events as 'the largest Ictlltng operuliotl
Europ~

i1l

s;-ncp. World War If which begs the question whether in these circumstances it will be

possible to afford the Accused a fair trial.
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6. Even if it cannot be denied that many persons died during these events, the seven co-accused
in this case must not become the scapegoat of the international community's wish to make 'an
example' of 'Srebrenica'.

7. Drago Nikolic, the Accused t must be tried and his alleged individual criminal responsibility
assessed on the basis of his own personal acts and conduct during this period. including the

fact that he was low ranking military officer, not on the basis of an alleged national strategic
objective, policy or plan, nor on the aUegcd scope of the violations committed or the number
of victims.
8. On lh~ UH~ hauu, it is obvious from the: Prosecution's PTDdef that 'sensationa.lism.' will be

one of its preferred. trial tactics. Attempts to raise the profile of each single event will
constantly be on the menu. The Defence takes this opportunity to reiterate the importance for
this trial to focus on the

person::t)

acts and conduct of Accused, leaving aside any attempt by

the Prosecution to have recourse to sensationalism - including the horrible manner in which
certain .killings may have been committed ~ to establish a link between the Accused and the
alleged violations commi.tted 8J,?;ainst the victims.

~.

it stems trom the pleadings of the Prosecutiun lhal it:> case will bo pn::$Cnted in accordance

with the SALT principle (same as last trial) with the aim of convincing the Trial Chamber that
the guilt of the Accused has already been established in the previous Srebrenica trials. Not
unly t.1oes the Pro:;ecution's approach violate the presumption of innocence enshrinpil in the

Statute of the International Tribunal (the "Statute"), it is misleading in that the aUeged
responsibility of the Accused was neither addressed nor assessed in the previous Srcbrenica
trials,

10. It also appears evident that the Prosecution intends to proceed with the pn:;:;I;utatioll of it:; case
in exactly the same manner as it did for the previous Srebrenica trials. Needless to say, the
Prosecution is free to present its case as it wants, subject of course to th.e control of the Trial
Chamber. J-lowc:ver, the Defencc intends to challenge the procedure used by the Pro!;ecution

to present portions of its case and respectfully invites the Trial Chamber to assess the
Prosecution's modus operandi de novo, and not on the basis of whether the Prosecution was
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au.thorizc;d to proGeed in a certain way in previous trials. This applies specifically to expert

testimony and the leading of evidence via Prosecution investigators or other staff members.
11. In this regard, it must be noted yet again that the

Pros~r:lItion h~s

hp-fin

inve~tieatine

the

'Srebrenica events' for more than ten years and that it is not possible for the Defence to even
come close to matching the level of factual knowledge of the Prosecution. Consequently, as
previously mentioned, the commencement of this trial at this time may have repercussions on
the conduct of the proceedings as the Defence will havc to continue its investigation and
preparation of the case for the Defence throughout the presentation of the Prosecution's case.

12. Finally, the number of co~accused in this case is another important factor which contributes to
the pw1:iculnr context of this tria.l. Even though most of the charges have been laid against all
of the co-accused, the role and functions of each co-accused at the relevant times were very
different and the defence put forward by each is likely to also be different. Consequently, onc
of the ciifficulties likely to be encountered will be the assessment and weighing of the same

evidence against various accused.
13. For this reason, it will be very important for each co~accused to have the opportunity to

effectively cross-examine all of the witnesses called by the Prosecution or by one of the

co~

accused.

14. The Defence respectfully submits that all of the above considerations contribute inter alia in
mnking this trial unique and that it will be. of the utmost importance to keep them in mind
throughout the proceedings.

NATURE OF THE DEFENCE OF TIlE ACCUSED

15. The Accused pleaded '~not guilty" to all charges laid against him in the Indictment, a plea he
has maintained throughout the pre-trial proceedings.
16. The Indictment comprises the following eight counts: Conspiracy to commit genocide (Count

2), Genocide (Count 1), Extennination as a crime against humanity

(CUUllt

3), Murder as a

crime against humal1ity (Count 4), Murder as a violation of the laws or customs of war (Count
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6), Forcible tra.n~fer as a crime against

humanity (Count 7) and Deportation as a crime against humanity (Count 8).
17. nu:: Avcu.scd is charged with 011 eight counts.

18. The alleged individually criminal responsibility of the Accused rests on: (1) the Prosecution's
contention that he planned., instigated. ordered. committed or otherwise aided and abetted the

crimes in Counts one to eight; as well as (2) the Prosecution's Joint Criminal Enterprise
theory composed of two such enterprises, nameJy (a) the operation to forcibly transfer or
deport the Muslim populations of Srebrenica and lepa; and (b) the operation to murder the
able-bodied Muslim men ofSrebrenica.
19. Although the Accused was a member of the Zvomik Brigade and that he was present in the
general Zvomik area when these crimes were allegedly committed, the Accused asserts that
there is no basis for charging him with Connts 1, 2, 5, 6, 7 and 8.

20. The Accused did not conspire to commit genocide nor did hc have anything to do with any

f<uch conspiracy.
21. The Accused did not commit the alleged genocide nor did he possess thc required mens rea to

commit the alleged genocide.
22. The Accused did Ilul ~olllmit th~ alleged orime of persecution Hor did h~ pn~!'lC~S the required

discriminatory intent to commit the alleged crime of perseclit ion.
23. The Accused did not ~nmmit nor participate in the alleged crime offorcible transfer.

24. The Accused did not commit nor participate in the alleged crimt: uf deportation.

25. As for the alleged crimes of extennination and murder, even though the Accused may have
been present in lh~ general Zvomik area at the time these crimes would have been committed,
the allegations in the Indictment and the submissions in the Prosecution's PTBrief will be

shown to be false as they do not correspond to the reality of the situation of the Accused
du.ring this period.
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26. Consequently, the Accused respectively submits that he does not incur individual criminal
responsibility for any of the charges laid against him.
THE ACCUSED TAKES ISSUE wlm THE FOLLOWING MATTERS OF FORM
27. Pursuant to Rule 65ter (E). the Prosecution PTBrief should be filed after disposition of Rulc

72 motions. In this case, the Prosecution PTBrief was filed out of sequence, cven before the
filing of the Second Amended Indictment. As a prelfminary matter it mu::.1 be :;aic.llhat for this

reason, many submissions in the Prosecution .PTBrief do not match the Indictment.
28. More importantly, the Defence respectfully submits, as highlighted belnw, that the

Prosecution PTBriefdoes not fulfi.l the requirements of Rule 65ter (E).
29. Description gf intenderl evidence. Firstly. the Prosecution PTBrief does not provide as

required by Rule 65ter (F), a description of the evidence which the Prosecution intends to lead
at trial. The Prosecution sure tells a nice and sensational story which

correspund~

to tlle

Indictment but the narrative is very often silent as to what evidence it intends to adduce at
trial in support of the same.

30. Furthermore. where footnotes are

provided~ the Defence has e.ncountered signjficant

difficulties in trying to identify the evidence referred to and linking it with the information (1)
Vl'Ovldod by a witness who will be called by the PrnRecution in this case; or (2) contained in
one of the proposed exhibits in this case.
31. More s~cifically. the Defence refers to the following defects and difficulties encountered;

a. In a number of footnotes lFN) references Lu

WiUIC55CS

arc not aooompanied by their

'Number' on the Prosecution List of Witnesses;
b. In many FN references to exhibits are not accompanied by the corresponding number on
the Pru~r;x:;ution List of Proposed Exhibits;
c. In FN 1, The Prosecution states that he relies on the adjudicated facts from the Krslic
Judgement to prove the background facts relating to Srebrenica. Considering that the Trail
Chamber has yet tn adjudicate on the Prosecution motion requestin.g it to take judicial
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Prosocutioll'5 approach confuses the all

exercise;
d. In a number of FN references are made to protect witnesses who testify in the Krstic and
the lJlagojevic and Jokic triQla without mentioning their corresponding number on the

Prosecution List of Witnesses in this case. Some of these Witnesses could not be
identified;
e. In some FN. references are made to Witnesses using pseudonyms which do not

correspond to pseudonym.s used in the Krslic and the Blagojevic and Jokit: trials, this case
or in the Prosecution motion for protection measures.
f. FN 478 refers to a witness Cedo Jovic who does not appear to have testified

In

any

previous case and who is not in the Prosecution Ust of Witnesses.
g. fN 21. 7 and 226 refcr to a Witness Ademovi6 who does not appear to have testified in any

previous case and who is not in the Prosecution List of Witnesses.
h. In more than FN, references are made to intercepts which are not accompanied by ERN
numbers and which could not be located in the Prosecution List of Proposed Exhibits. One
such example FN 487.
i.

Some FN refer to video exhibits for which no ERN are provided or for which the ERN
provided does not allow to locate it on the Prosecution List of Proposed Exhibits.

J. Some FN refer to a Duty Officer's notebook which could not be located using the ERN

provided. Moreover no dates or page; nWHbel' aro givon.
k. Many FN refer to Judgements in support of both factual and legal assertions, without
providing a paragraph number or a transcript page number.
I.

In many rN the ERN provided did not allow to locate the exhihit on Prosecution List of

Proposed Exhibits.
m. In some FN references are made to exhibits admitted in the Krstic trial using the exhibit
number in that case for which there is no corresponding number in Prosecution List of

Proposed Exhibits in this case; and
n. References in one FN are made to witness Simic who does nul i1pp~ar in the Prosecution

List of Witnesses.
32. In IighL u[ Lhe above observations, the Defence takes the view with All clue respect that it will
be very difficult for the Trial Chamber to m.ake the best use of the Prosecution PTBricf.

Prosecution List of Witnesses
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33 . .cven though the Prosecution has been ordered to file a Proofing Chart which could have

assisted the Trial Chamber in overcoming the defects of the Prosecution PTBrief, the
document filed by the Prosecution~which only address part of its case further to the

authorizati.on of the Trial Chamber-is of no help in this tegard_ ThIs will be addressed by the

Defence in more details during the Pre Trial Conference.
34. Accordingly. the Defence invites the Tria1 Chamber to order the Prosecution to provide an

updated Prosecution PTBrief making specific references to evidence, witnesses and exhibits,
which it intends to present ill this case.

35 ..List of Witnesses. Regarding the Prosecution list of witnesses, it must be noted that it has
already beoome

ob$olete~

considering that a revised list has been provided to the Defenc.e as

an annex to the Prosecution Rule 92bis Motion l . Bearing in mind the problems already
encountered with this revised list, it can be expected that a further list will have to be provided

by the Proseclltion_

36. The Defence takes this opportunity, yet agai.n, to underscore that it requires a definitive Iisl

with a view to being trial ready without delay. Consequently, the Defence submits that no
further su.bstantive change should be brought to the revised list of witnesses without the

Prosecution first seeking leave Lu uV ~Q by motion, justifying the requested ohange.
37. Witness summaries. As for the summaries of the proposed testimony of witnesses, the
Defence asserts that in many instances, these snmmaries do not represent the content of the
material disclosed whether in the fonn of statements or past testimony.

11t For this

reason. the Defence takes this opportunity to underscore the potential pitfalls

associated with the use of these summaries for any purpose other than providing a general
description ot" what can be expected from a wil.nr;;~~ with a view to facilitnting the work of the
Trial Chamber.
39. III this rogard, the Defence wishes to draw the attention of the Trial Chamber to the fact that

in many instances it is likely that the viva voce testimony of witnesses will not correspond to
I

''Prosecution's Motion for Admission of Written Evidence in lieu of viva vace Testimony pursuant to Rule

92bl:.· i1ml Attached Annexe3 A-D". 12 May :1006, AN'lex D_
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the contents oftbe summaries pruvic.lta.l by the Prosecution. The Defence respectfully submits

that this may potentially become a critical consideration as it proceeds to assessing the
credibility of witnesses during their testimony.
40. List of Exhibits. Concerning the list ofprQPosed exhibits provided in the Prosecution PTBrief,
even though there remains many exhibits which have yet to be translated, the Defence is
satisfied that this list meets the requirements of Rule 65ter (E). Nonetheless, the Defence

stresses the fact that a definite list of proposed exhibits is an a.bsolute must and that no
changes should be brought to this list without the Prosecution seeking and obtaining leav.; lu

do so, justifying the changes requested.
41. It must alsu be said at this time that it nppeal"S from a review of the proposed

f'!"hihit~

that

many do not have the necessary probative value. This applies specifically to intercepts.
Unless the Prosecution's Proofing Chart allows establishing the necessary link between the
exhibitll Ilnd the allegations in the Indictment, the Defence will object to their admissibility,

THE ACCUSED TAKES ISSUE WITH THE FOLLUWING FACTUAL MATIERS

42. Considering the number of co-accused in this case as well their personal interest in taking
issue with factual matters in the Prosecution PTBdef. and for reasons of judicial economy, the
Accused herewith takes issue only with the facts directly to his alleged individual criminal
responsibility.
43. No agreement or admission of any kind should be read or understood from the fact that the
Accused did not take issue with one or more factual matters in the Prosecution PTBric;f.
44. The Accused takes issue with the following 'general' factual matters:
a.

The Accused takes issue with the Prosecution statement at para. 3 that he was amongst
the most powerful individuals responsible for these crimes. Contrary to the

Prosecution":; assertions and

0.3

the evidence will show,

t.he

Accused in his capacity as

Security Officer within the Zvornik Brigade was not a ml:\lor player in the events which
unfolded and certainly did not yield the type of 'power' referred to by the Prosecution.
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on S.'ebrenica Enc-Iave (paras.

5 - 22): The Accused takes issue with the Prosecution's interpretation of and meaning
given to certain events which took place including inter alia the adoption of strategic
objectives and the issuing of opcrntion(ll directives. The Accused also challenges the

Prosecution's interpretation at para. 13 of the purpose of the order to reduce the enclave
to its urban area;
c.

The Accused takes issue with the

Prosecution~s

use of the contents of the Secretary

General's Report as evidence. The Secretary General's Report is not a judicial
document. It is the aim of this trial to detennine what happened and where at the
relevant time;
d.

For similar reasons, the Accused takes issue with the use of the Krsti6 trial judgement as
evidence of the background facts relating to the Srebrenica events. As demonstrated by
the Defence response to the Prosecution Motion seekine the Trial Chamber to take

judicial notice of adjudicated facts in previous cases2 , it simply cannot be taken for
granted that a fact adjudicated in the Krstic trial will be adjudicated in the same way and
attributed the same weight in these proceedings;

e.

The Accused takes issue with the prosecution's c1assificaLivlI of the events in this case
under two main joint criminal enterprises, namely (1) the forcible transfer of the Muslim
population from the Srcbrenica and Zepa enclaves; and (2) the killing of some 7000 able
bodied men illUl boys from Srcbrcnion (para. 27). The Defence mHinb1.ins that the

Prosecution'S classificatjon does not correspond to the reality of the situation as it
unfolded and as it will be revealed by the evidence at trial. To use but one example,
white the Trial Chamber in the Bla2ojevi6 case held that the 'reburial operation' was not
3

a natural and foreseeable consequence of the 'execution t joint criminal enterprise , the
Prosecution persists with its allegation to the contrary;

:.\ "Vefence Response on Sc:hlilf of Drago Nikolic to Prosecution Motion for .TlIrlinisl Notice of Adjudicated
Fact.~". 22 June 2006, para. 13 (d).
J PrQsecutior v. VidojeBlagojevic and Dragan Jokic, Case No. IT-02-60 T, Judgement, 17 January 200S. para.
730.
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In panicular, the Accused l.l:\kcs issue;:: with lht: Prosecution's description of the killings

and so·called opportunistic killings in the Bratunac and Zvornik areas as being part of
the same 'operation';

g.

Sect.ion n E (paras.33 - 35); The Accused takes issue with the Pr.osecution's overview
of the Zvorkik Brigade. More specifically, the Accused challenges the command and

control relationships within the Brigade as described by the Prosecution;
h.

Section lJ. .F (paras. 36 - 41): The Accused takes issue with the Prosecution's theory of
the existing relationship between the command and the 'security' structure within the
Drina Corps and each of its brigades. The Accused challenges in particular the
Prosecution's theory at pam..36 that "(... ) officers of the Security Organ ovel'saw Ih(l!

transfer, detention, execution. burial and reburial o/the Muslim prisoners";
i.

Section III A (paras. 47 - 142J~ The Accused takes issue with the Prosecution's

description of the 'operation to murder'. More specifically, the Accused challenges the

modus operandi of the executions as depicted by the Prosecution as well as the scope
and dimensions of the unlawful killings which took place. Moreover, the Prosecution's

sensationalist approach and often unsupported 'story line' is not warranted and of no
assistance to the Trial Chambc:r;
j.

Examples of unsupported sensationalist descriptions include inter alia the alleged
execution of two muslim prisoners removed by thp. 7.vnmik military police from the

Grbavci elementary school (compare paras. 69 and 332) as well as the overly broad
Prosecution approach in describing the so~called opportunistic killings (paras. 117 1:10); and

k.

Section JJl B (paras. 143 - 1.821: The AccuscU tak.t::s issue; with thc Prosecution's
pleading that the 'operation' to forcibly transfer the Musl.im population from Srebrenica

and the 'operation' to forcibly transfer or deport the Muslim population from 2epa are
part Qf the

SaJn.C

joint oriminal enterprise. As a matter of f::u~t, the Accused contends on

the basis of the information disclosed to this day by the Prosecution that the situation .in

2:epa does not even amount to ajoint criminal enterprise.
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in/er uliu with the following fal.:'tual 5ubmi~$ions found in

Section IV (G) of the cwhich addresses the alleged liability ofthe Accused Drago Nikolic:
a.

Para 326: The Accused takc3 issue with the Prosecution .submission that he reported

directly to the Commander ofthc Zvornik Brigade;
b.

Para 327: The Accused takes issue with the allcp;ations found in this para. More
specifically the Accused challenges the Prosecution subm issions that he (l) exercised
his power and authority to ensure that prisoners within his control were efficiently
detained, transported and executed; (2) was responsible, at the Brigade level, for logistic
and security issues relating to the detention and murder of prisoners; and (3) worked 1ikc: hi;:, colleague Vujadin Popovi6 - to cover up the crimes through the reburial of the

victims;
c.

Pa.ra. 329: The Accused takes issue with the

Pros~cl.ltion ~lIhmi~~ion

that he wa.<; relieved

from the Zvomik Brigade Forward Command Post on 13 July 1995 in order to secure

hi.s participation in the murder 'operation';
d.

Para 330: The Accused takes issue with the allegations found in this para. More
specifically the Accused challenges tht: PrusecutiOIl submi:;:;ions that he (1) informed
Obrenovic of the incoming prisoners and the fact that they would bc kilted; and (2) he

planned and organized the detention of Muslim prisoners at the school in Orahovac;

e.

Para 332: The Accused takes issue with the Prosecution submission that he was the
officer in charge of the 'opera.tion' in Orahovac and that he was giving orders and
direction~ to

f.

Para 334:

the Brigade MP commander and others;

The Accused takes issue wIth the Prosecutiou submis:;ion that he

"accompanied these convoys to the killing site on several (rips, and 'hat he was present
at the killing site";

g.

Paras. 335 - 31.6;. The Accused takes issue with the Prosecution allegations that he was

in some way involved in the killings which took place in Petkovci and Ro~evic;
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Para 337: The Accused takes issue inter alia with thc Prosecution submission that he

managed the murder operation in co-ordination and cooperation with the regular
command structures;

i.

Para 340: The Accused takes issue with the Prosecution submission that he 'managed'
the Brigade's Military Police Company;

j.

Para 304 [which refers specifically to Beara- Section IV (E)]: The Accused takes issue
with the Prosecution submission that Beara, tn playing a prominent role in all phases uf

the killing ~operation' would have, at each stage, "worked in coordination with the

Zvomik and Bratunac Brigade Commanders, the security organs of the Drina Corps
and the MUP"; and

k.

Para 311 [which refers specifically to Popovic-Section IV (F)): The Accused takes issue
with the Prosecution submission that he was in control along with Popovic of the

guarding, killing and burial ofthe prisoners in Orahovac.

46. With regard to all of the above issues challenged by the Accused, Drago Nikolic respectfully
submits that the evidence adduced at trial, by the Prosecution and Defence alike, wiH
demonstrate their I.ack of fuumlalion.

THE ACCUSED TAKES ISSUE Wlm THE FOLLOWING LEGAL MATtERS
47. Jus ad bellum v. jus in beIJo: It appears from the Prosecution PTBriefthat the Prosecution is
willingly confusing the jus in bello aspects of this case with its jus ad hellum features. Thti
Defence takes issue with this approach. Even though the VRS attack on the Srebrenica and

Zepa enclaves may be considered to be in breach of the related Security Council Resolutions
and thus in violation of the applicable Jus ad brdlum, such attack does not imply a violation of
the applicable jus in bello. Accordingly, such attack cannot in itself be the basis of a joint
criminal enterprise.

48. Character of the anned conflict: At para. 85 of the Indictment, the Prosecution pleads that at
all times relevant to the Indictment, a state of armed conflict existed in the Republic of Bosnia
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and Herzegovina. The Prosecution did not speciiy whether such anned conflict was

international or non-international in character.
49. Consirierine that $P.ven ofthp. Cnl1nh in the Tnnktmflnt haVE! heen lairi pnrsuant to

Artir.l~

5 of

the Statute - crimes against humanity - and that Count 5 was laid pursuant to Article 3 of the
Statute, the Defence acknowledges that the Trial may proceed on the basis of this pleading.
50. However, considering that the law which applies specifically to international anned conflicts
does not apply to non international anned conflicts, the Defence takes this opportunity to
underscore that the body of international humanitarian law which applies to this case is
limited to that which applies in the context of non-international anned conflicts.
Consequently, the .Defence will object to any referenc.e made. by the Prosecution to provisions

drawn fonn the body of International Humanitarian Law which appJics specifically to
International Anned Conflicts. To give but one example, a 'prisoner of war' along with the
protection regime which applies to such person pursuant to Geneva Convention III does not
exist in the body of Humanitarian Law which applies to Non-International Armed Conflicts.
51. Genocide

(Para.

351): The Accused takes issue with the Appeals Chamber finding in the

Krstic case that the Srebren.i.ca events amount to genocide. The Accused does not dispute the
law applicable to genocide as held by the Appeals Chwnber. Rather, the Accused di.sputes the

application ofthe law to the facts of this case.
52. leE c.ategory III flnd Genocide

<nara. 369): The Accused takes issue with the holding of the

Appeals Chamber in the Brdjanin case 4 that the third category of joint criminal enterprise (the
natural and foreseeable consequences category) and the crime of genocide are compatible.
53. Joint Criminal Enterpri$! (paras. 447 - 453): The Accused also takes issue with the
Prosecution submi.s~ions in relation to the JCE mode of individual criminal responsibility.

The Prosecution persists in stretching this mode of criminal responsibility beyond the
holdings of the Appeals Chamber in the Tadic case, recently confirmed by the Appeals
Chamber decision in the Stakic. appeal proc-.eecfine!i:.

4
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54. Furthennore, despite the filct that the Defence;: n:lJ.uC:::Sl fur

~t:l'li[j\,;atjon

p.5028

of the Trial Cha.mber's

decision on the Rule 72 motions has been denicd 5 , the Defence respectfully submits that JCE
category III liability requires that the perpetrators of crimes which were a natural and
foreseeable c.onsequence of the common plan, be participants to the JCE.

55. As for the forms of participation included in Article 7(1) of the Statute, the Accused takes
issue with the following submissions in the Prosecution PTBrief:

a.

Aiding and abetting; The Accused recognises that there is no requirement that the
accused shared the mens rea of the perpetrator. However, even though it is sufficient for
the Accused to have knowledge that his actions will assist the perpetrators in the
commissiuIl

0/ u

c.:r{rm:,

the: Defence takes this opportunity to underscore the need for a

restrictive approach in assessing to notion of 'a crime'. This notion docs not m.ean 'any
crime'; it must be related to the context with a view to avoiding the imposition of strict
liability;

b.

DO/lis eventualis (para 4341: The Accused takes issue with the Prosecution's take on the
notion of dolus eventuQ/is which appears contrary to the jurisprudence of the

International Tribunal; and more importantly;
c.

Lack of precision: The Defence takes issue with the Prosecution's pleading of all modes
of liability included in Article 7(1) of the Statute to charge the Accused (para. 430).
Even though the Trial Chamber's discretion is not limited hy the modes of liability
pleaded by the Prosecution, the shot gun approach and the Prosecution's inability to

state its case with any degree of precision can only result in longer proceedings, which
will nnt he of assistance to the Tria.l Chamber.

56.

.Deportation (naras. 412 - 415): The Accused takes issue whh the

Pros~"ution's

submissions

regarding the 1aw applicable the crime of deportation. The Defence respectfully submits that
the crime of deportation requires the intent on the part the perpetrator to move the victims

~ "Dt:~il)iQll Oil Motions Challenging; the Indictment purs:uant to RlIlp. 7? nfthe Rules", 31 May 2006; "Oefence
Motion on behalfofDrago Nlkotic Seeking Certification of the Trial Chamber Dceision on Motions Challenging
the Indictment pursuant to Rule 72 of Rules", 6 June 2006; "Decision on Request to Certification to Appeal
Decision on Motiun Ch~Icnijn8 the Indictment putGuant to Rule 72 of the Rules", 1.6 .Tllne 20011.
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across a national border. Accordingly! the Accused takes the view, in light u[ lh~ infunuaLiun

disclosed by the Prosecution, that there was no basis for the layi.ng of deportation charges.
57.

OTP Witnesses: Lastly, concerning the tTial proceedings per se, the Accused takes issue with
the fact that the Prosecution will be calling investigators and other staff members from the

Office ofthe Prosecutor to testify in this case.
58.

The Prosecutjon~s practice to call OTP staff members as witnesses was challenged in previous
trials and the Defence intends to challenge it again in this trial on the basis of the nature of the

evidence which can be offered by such witnesses without compromising the right of the
Accused to a fah' triaL

RELIEF SOUCHT

59. In light of the arguments, submissions and infonnation found herein, the Defence respectfully
requests the Trial Cham.ber to;

a.

NOTE of the nature of the defence of the Accused;

b.

CONSIDER of the factual matters, legal matters and m.atters of fann in the

Prosecution PTBriefwhich are contested by the Accused; and
c.

ORDER the Prosecution to file a new PTBrief which refers specifically to evidence

the Prosecution intc;;ods 1:0 offer in this trial.

RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED ON THIS 12TB DAY OF JULY 2006
COUNSEL FOR THE ACCUSED

Counsel fot Drago Nikolit

Word count: 5119
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